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DESCRIPTION: 2075 CARPET SEAM SEALER 

A non-flammable seam sealer recommended for seaming all types of cushion-back carpet except vinyl backed. It can also 

be used to seal cut edges of carpet to prevent raveling. 

APPLICATION: 

1. Prepare carpet according to manufacturer's instructions. 

2. Apply a bead of sealer along the carpet primary backing (not the cushion) with an adhesive applicator bottle. Apply 

adhesive to only one side of carpet.  

3. Complete the seam by butting both sections of the carpet together while the adhesive is still wet (within 5-10 

minutes). If the seam tends to separate, relieve the stress on the carpet with a knee kicker. 

4. If the sealer thickens, add a little water and stir. This will reduce the consistency and make it easy to apply. 

5. Smears of sealer on the carpet surface are easily cleaned within 10 minutes by rubbing with a clean cloth wet with 

soapy water. Avoid soaking carpet with water. Do not pour soapy water directly on carpet. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: 

Base: Latex/polymer mixture. 

Appearance: Cream colored liquid. 

Shelf Life: One year in unopened container at 70° F. 

Coverage: Up to 900 linear feet per quart. 

Other Features: Non-ozone depleting. Excellent water resistance. Made with anti-microbial agents that will provide its 

dry film with protection from fungal growth. This protection is determined using the ASTM G21 test 

method. 

Flammability: Non-flammable. 

Clean-Up: Smears of sealer on the carpet surface are easily cleaned within 10 minutes by rubbing with a clean 

cloth wet with warm, soapy water. If dried, use Taylor Touchdown #9 Adhesive Remover/Stripper. 

Warning:  Protect from freezing 

CAUTION: DO NOT take internally. If swallowed, DO NOT induce vomiting. Call a physician immediately. KEEP OUT OF 

REACH OF CHILDREN. Use with sufficient ventilation. Prevent prolonged or repeated breathing of vapors or mist. This 

product contains low levels of ammonia which is not classified as an organic compound. Eye irritation and dizziness are 

indications of overexposure. Vapors, while low in toxicity, are capable of causing fainting. 

WARRANTY INFORMATION: This product is manufactured according to exacting quality control standards and is 

warranted to be free from manufacturing defects. Defective material called to our attention within one year of manufacture 

will be replaced. No guarantee, expressed or implied, is made regarding the performance of this product since the manner 

and conditions of application are beyond our control. For complete warranty information, call Taylor Technical Services at 

800-868-4583; e-mail us at info@wftaylor.com., or visit www.wftaylor.com.  
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